One day I found Yeats, now frequently in London, sitting Yeats at before a table piled up with books; he was making an antho- Perms in logy of modern poetry for the Oxford Press, and reading the rocks contemporary poetry. There was one outstanding poet, he said, hitherto unknown to him, Dorothy Wellesley. Did I know anything about her?
Yes, indeed I knew her; some ten years earlier she had asked me to paint her two children, a project which, owing to illness, I had to abandon. I wrote to tell her of Yeats's high praise, knowing it would please her; for though Squire had , long admired her work and printed her poems in The London Mercury, she had met with little recognition: maybe her title stood in the way. Now Yeats was to give her work an important place in his anthology. I joined him at Terms in the rocks', her home in Sussex, and sketched the two as they sat in the garden, the young and the elder poet; Dorothy slight, fair, with deep violet eyes and auburn hair, with full arched lips somewhat drawn down, a slight Elizabethan figure next to Yeats, dressed in crimson shirt, flowing coloured tie, now in his later years brown-skinned under his crown of white hair, his dark eyes aslant, broad-shouldered and ample of form—he once so pale and lanky. He read from the books before him with his musical Kiting voice, accepting this poem, rejecting that. And after dinner Yeats would expand, talking as only the Irish can, of mystic experiences, deploring the loss of the ancient wisdom, praising the old secret knowledge handed on by word of mouth to the instructed. Speaking of death he referred to a phrase in the Upanishads: If you would know death, look into your own mind.' And he went on to tell of a visit to Gogarty, lying dangerously ill from poisoning, when Gogarty spoke of what he had been through: The pain was so great I had thought death would be an insufficient narcotic I' In Ireland to-day Yeats found the quickest understanding among gunmen; with these he could exchange ideas. But little of the old poetry still lingered among the people; ia future he would write ballads to be sung in the streets, ballads set to new

